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I am a virtual constructor by necessity, not for convenience. My parts collection is limited because unfortunately I lack the 
necessary room to store a large collection of them. This has led me to design the models which arise from my imagination in LDD 
(LEGO® Digital Designer), to order only the necessary parts for the model and reduce stock space to a minimum. I’m not going to 
say that this is the better way to build but I’m sure it’s better than not building at all.

The way to get the needed parts list has evolved over time. At first it was handpicked. Arduous, error prone and useless for many 
piece designs. Now everything has changed for the better. Even though it sounds like an ad for teleshopping, since I discovered 
LDD Manager my relationship with LEGO is much easier.

LDD Manager is an application that lets you extract information and analyze LDD files. It has a number of functions that should 
be in every LDD user’s Swiss Army Knife. The feature that pulled me and why I downloaded the application is the possibility to 
create a list file with the parts of your model.
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Once you install the application (you need Access or a free runtime) and open the desired LDD file, a list of parts that are 
included in your model appears. An alert system warns you about the parts that don’t exist, very useful because sometimes while 
designing you forget which parts exist in each color.

Just with that it had won my heart, but then I discovered a set of tabs that let you do more checks on your model (if all the 
pieces are connected, change colors, ...) and the possibility to export to Excel. I had almost decided to nominate it as the best 
application of the year when I found out it could also upload your parts list to a Bricklink Wanted List. Awesome. For a purchase 
sharpshooter who only buys what he needs this was the ultimate feature.     

Then there are other features that are more obscure to me, like creating your own palettes of parts, to generate a LDD file from 
your list of parts, etc. ... maybe functions for a more expert user than the one who writes this article.

The application is simple to install and uninstall and the developer keeps it constantly updated (I’ll never thank you enough, 
Superkalle) also taking care, in the corresponding Eurobricks thread, of the doubts and errors that you may have. It seems an 
easy job but it is not. Not only for each new version of LDD but also because of the constant changes in the ID of the parts.

Using the application is simple, and, despite having many functions, it is easy to get what you want when you want it.

Its creator is Johan Sahlström, and is well known in the Eurobricks forums as Superkalle. The thread to read more and find the 
download link is here:
http://www.eurobricks.com/forum/index.php?showtopic=41993
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